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Zen Buddhism is the sect of Mahayana with most characteristics of Chinese 
native culture, and famous for its conciseness of “directly-pointing ” and 
“sudden-awaking”, while Vijnapti-matrata is the most native Buddhism thoughts with 
Indian originality. There is a big gap between two of them. But, as a sect of Buddhism 
instead of other, Zen Buddhism developed itself in history on the basis of Mahayana 
theory of of which Vijnapti-matrata takes a big share. For that reason, 
Vijnapti-matrata played a fundamental role to Zen Buddhism’s prosperity and 
declination in its history.         
Close relation could be found between Vijnapti-matrata and ideas of the six 
Patriarchs at the beginning of Zen Buddhism history. Bodhidarma’s Theory on Four 
practices explains its temperament theory and cultivation theory which implys 
Vijnapti-matrata. Bodhidarma has transmitted an important Vijnapti-matrata literal 
Lankavata-sutra to Huike who has propagated broadly the sutra continually after 
Bodhidarma for inheritance of Vijnapti-matrata. Daoxin and Hongren developed Zen 
Buddhism on basis of the Awakening of Mahayana Faith which is the core document 
for Vijnapti-matrata of Chinese style. For that reason, Lankavata-Zen evoluted into 
Qixin-Zen.  Platform Sutra keeps consistent to Vijnapti-matrata with temperament 
and cultivation theory of its Three-No (Sanwu) system. And with theory of Causation 
of Alaya and Eight Consciousnesses and Four Wisdoms from Vijnapti-matrata,  
Platform Sutra has completed the great abstract of Zen Buddhism by integrating 
Deluded Mind and True Mind.   
Temperament and cultivation method of Five Houses in Era of Division Light of 
Zen Buddhism put forward the fundamental function of Vijnapti-matrata. Weishan 
Linyou derived his Three Living theory from Vijnapti-matrata, while Yangshan Huiji 
drew a special paper to analysis the Eight Consciousnesses of Vijnapti-matrata. 
Fanyan Wenyi demonstrated his knowledge of Vijnapti-matrata. Linji Yixuan had the 















Consciousness-only. Both of them are core archive of Vijnapti-matrata. Linji Yixuan 
set the  Three Sentences and Four Determinations according to the temperament and 
cultivation theory of Vijnapti-matrata. Caodong House put the forward Five Measures 
and Mutual-reflecting of True and Delusion which are highly similar to the Five 
Phrases and Three Nature of Vijnapti-matrata. The Three Sentences of Yunmen and 
One Word Barriers set by Yunmen Wenyan were the implement of the cultivation of 
Vijnapti-matrata, which advocated to assign phenomena to mind and let mind and 
phenomena vanish altogether.     
Vijnapti-matrata has carried out a critical impact on the six main turn points in 
the history of Zen Buddhism. Zongmi and Yanshou has harmonized Zen and 
Teaching on turning of the history of Zen Buddhism, with introducing of 
Vijnapti-matrata. They have input new theory for further development of Zen 
Buddhism which indicates the fundamental function of Vijnapti-matrata. Later Qing 
Dynasty has witnessed a rejuvenation of Zen Buddhism after the recovery of 
Vijnapti-matrata. Similarly, Modern China after Opium War has experienced a 
rejuvenation of Zen Buddhism, and again with prior recovery of Vijnapti-matrata. The 
rejuvenation of Zen Buddhism in Later Qing Dynasty and Modern China has shown 
the pioneer role and basis function of Vijnapti-matrata for Zen Buddhism. Lettered 
Zen intended to set an isolated teaching system other than the traditional Buddhism 
Teaching with over confidence while flee of the basis of traditional Buddhism 
Thought including  Vijnapti-matrata. It brought Crazy Zen and vacuousness. Nianfo 
Zen emerged in Zen Buddhism history because of less confidence on liberating by 
self-power, and surrender to external help. Both of Lettered Zen and Nianfo Zen were 
the deviation from the principle of Zen Buddhism, and emerged on the absence of 
Vijnapti-matrata, and were settled efficiently by the recovery of Vijnapti-matrata. 
Based the analysis of historical change of Zen Buddhism during its beginning, 
division lights era and main turning point, the paper comes to the fact that Zen 
Buddhism enjoy booming with solid fundament of Vijnapti-matrata, but it was 
suffered from troubles while the basis of Vijnapti-matrata weakening. But the trouble 















the analysis and found, the paper conclude that Vijnapti-matrata was the important 
basis to history change of Zen Buddhism, and was the guaranty to the vigor of Zen 
Buddhism, and also was the energy origin for Zen Buddhism to deal with its trouble.  
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